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MORE FAKE NEWS
FROM not-only THE VINDICTIVE
HOLOCAUST FABRICATORS/LIARS
----------------------------------------------------------------------HOLOCAUST REVISIONISTS WILL LIBERATE THE WORLD FROM THE BIG LIE THAT IS THE
unspeakable obscenity of the Holocaust BECAUSE THE EXISTENCE OF THE HOMICIDAL GAS CHAMBERS
IS THE BIG LIE THAT IS LEGALLY PROTECTED - BUT TRUTH DOES NOT NEED LEGAL
PROTECTION!
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

'A Mossad assisted campaign to prevent the election of a Labour Government':
Scottish Labour councillor in anti-Semitism row
By Kieran Andrews, July 27 2018, 8.00pm

Mary Lockhard
Jewish newspapers that criticised Labour’s position on
Antisemitism may be working on behalf of the Israeli secret
service, one of the party’s councillors has suggested. Mary
Lockhart has been told such views have no place in the Scottish
Labour party after posting a message on Facebook attacking
those who have questioned UK leader Jeremy Corbyn’s attitude
on the issue.
The UK’s three leading Jewish newspapers this week took the
unprecedented step of publishing a joint front page message
warning that a Corbyn-led government would pose an
“existential threat to Jewish life in this country”.
Ms Lockhart, whose ward is Lochgelly, Cardenden and Benarty,
posted about the move: “If the purpose is to generate
opposition to anti-semitism, it has backfired spectacularly.
“If it is to get rid of Jeremy Corbyn as Labour Leader, it is
unlikely to succeed, and is a shameless piece of cynical
opportunism. And if it is a Mossad [the Israeli secret service]
assisted campaign to prevent the election of a Labour
Government pledged to recognise Palestine as a State, it is
unacceptable interference in the democracy of Britain.” She
went on to say the Labour Party is neither racist, nor Antisemitic
before adding: “Israel is a racist state.”
Paul Spicker, of the Tayside and Fife Jewish Community charity,
said some people have used attacks on the actions of the state
of Israel as cover for Antisemitic remarks. He added: “The
Labour Party has dropped illustrations of antisemitism which
suggest, for example, that Jewish people have more loyalty to
Israel than to their own country. Mary Lockhart’s comments
begin in the same way, suggesting that Jews who dare to object

are the agents of Mossad, the Israeli secret service. How dare
she?”
Former Dunfermline and West Fife Labour MP Thomas Docherty
told The Courier he would be making a formal complaint about
his party colleague. He said: “If you even suggest that British
Jews are agents of the Israeli secret service that is an
Antisemitic trope and you have no place in the Labour Party.”
Howard Barclay, who complained to the party about an allegedly
anti-Semitic post by Dundee Labour councillor George McIrvine
in April, added: “I am stunned at this.
“A councillor or any elected official who suggests that the
controversy over anti-Semitism in the Labour Party is being
organised by Mossad is at best delusional, at worst is antiSemitic and should resign from office. “And to suggest Israel is a
‘racist state’ is beyond the pale. If the Scottish Labour Party do
not act, one can only conclude that Richard Leonard as leader
condones this appalling abuse of Jewish people.”

Scottish Conservative MP for East Renfrewshire Paul Masterson
said: “For a Scottish Labour councillor to claim that Britain’s
leading Jewish newspapers, and by extension the British Jews
who work for them, are acting as agents for the Israeli secret
service to keep Jeremy Corbyn out of Number 10 is ignorant,
offensive and horrifying. These comments are totally
unacceptable and demonstrate precisely why the Jewish
community has lost so much faith in Labour. There can no
longer be any complacency within Scottish Labour that their
party’s issues with Antisemitism stop at the border. “There
should be no doubt that Ms Lockhart’s remarks are Antisemitic
and demonstrate that she is unfit to hold public office.”
Ex-Labour MSP Richard Simpson was also critical.
I wondered how long it would be before Mary surfaced
with a conspiracy theory. A ppc MSP selection process
involving her locally was abandoned after accusations
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were
made.
She
is
a
good
councillor
but…..
https://t.co/OXN7gsmxRE
— Dr Richard Simpson (@DrRJSimpson) July 26, 2018
Under the headline “United We Stand”, the Jewish Chronicle,
Jewish Telegraph and Jewish News described Labour’s refusal to
adopt in full the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance’s
(IHRA) definition of anti-Semitism as “sinister”. They said that
“the stain and shame of anti-Semitism has coursed through Her
Majesty’s Opposition since Jeremy Corbyn became leader in
2015”.
Labour insisted Mr Corbyn and the party are “fully committed to
the support, defence and celebration of the Jewish community
and its organisations”. In 2016 Ms Lockhart apologised for any
offence caused by a social media post which appeared to
compare some Labour officials to Nazis. She referred to a
famous poem about persecution in the Third Reich when

protesting against a decision to ban some Labour members from
the UK leadership contest.
Former Dunfermline and West Fife Labour MP Thomas
Docherty said: “If you suggest that British Jews are agents of
the Israeli secret service that is an anti-Semitic trope and you
have no place in the Labour Party.” Ms Lockhart was unavailable
for comment. It is understood Scottish Labour has not yet
received any formal complaint. The party did not comment.
*https://www.thecourier.co.uk/fp/news/local/fife/6963
33/a-mossad-assisted-campaign-to-prevent-the-electionof-a-labour-government-scottish-labour-councillor-inanti-semitism-row/

_____________________________________________
How Mossad became the world leader in assassinations with over
800 'operations' in the last decade
Dominic Sandbrook, The Daily Mail, Fri, 27 Jul 2018 20:34 UTC,
Published: 10:34 AEST, 28 July 2018 | Updated: 17:11 AEST, 28 July 2018
*Poison toothpaste, prisoners hypnotised to kill: How
Mossad, Israel's secret service, has become the world
leader in assassins with 800 operations in the last decade
*Israel, a country born in bloodshed, has become the
leader in assassinations
*Mossad’s secret agents killed more people than the
agents of any other state since World War II, with some
800 operations in the last ten years alone
* An operation in 1968 was directly inspired by the film
The Manchurian Candidate

Forty years ago, Wadie Haddad was one of the world's most
wanted men. Bold, determined, ruthless, Haddad was the
founder of the far-Left Popular Front for the Liberation of
Palestine.
He trained notorious terrorist Carlos the Jackal and
masterminded the hijack of an Air France plane that was flown
to Entebbe in Uganda and later rescued by Israeli commandos.
Not surprisingly, the Israeli secret service, Mossad, wanted him
dead. But six years after they first put out a 'kill order', Haddad
was still very much alive, living in apparent comfort in Baghdad.
What happened next was worthy of a James Bond thriller.
On January 10, 1978, a Mossad agent inside Haddad's inner
circle, known only as Sadness, switched his toothpaste for an
identical tube laced with a deadly toxin, developed in a secret
laboratory near Tel Aviv.
Every time Haddad brushed his teeth, a tiny quantity of the
toxin worked its way through his gums into his bloodstream.
Little by little, he began to die. His Palestinian friends contacted
the East German secret police, who flew him to a hospital in
East Berlin. Ten days later, bleeding from every orifice, Haddad
died in agony.
The doctors were baffled. But back in Israel, Mossad
congratulated itself on a job well done.

What happened to Haddad, argues Israeli journalist Ronen
Bergman in a riveting new book, was merely the most
melodramatic example of what is now an enduring pattern.
Israel, a country born in bloodshed, has become the world
leader in assassinations.
The numbers alone are extraordinary. Not only have Mossad's
secret agents killed more people than the agents of any
other state since World War II, but the pace has rapidly
increased, with some 800 operations in the past decade.
The number of deaths will never be known for sure, but they
are in the thousands.

Revenge: Ali Hassan Salameh (pictured) whose group
murdered 11 Israeli athletes, was killed in a Mossad
bombing,
There is, of course, something irresistibly fascinating about the
idea of the globe-trotting secret agent, moving through the
murky world of Middle Eastern politics with a licence to kill. And
some of Bergman's stories do have the flavour of a Hollywood
spy blockbuster.
One operation in 1968 was directly inspired by the film The
Manchurian Candidate, with Mossad hiring a Swedish-born
psychologist to brainwash a Palestinian prisoner into murdering
Yasser Arafat, chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organisation.
*Comment: Israel eventually succeeded in assassinating
Arafat:
*Israel's President Shimon Peres admits that Israel ordered the
assassination of Yasser Arafat
*Arafat was poisoned via polonium - leaks suggest Sharon
ordered the hit with Bush's 'permission'
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*Murderous Israeli Cabinet: "We will choose the right way and
the right time to kill Arafat"
*Palestinian investigating committee finds Israel responsible for
assassinating Yasser Arafat
*Why Israel wanted Arafat dead
The psychologist picked a suitable prisoner and spent three
months hypnotising him with the simple message: 'Arafat bad.
He must be removed'. The prisoner, known only as Fatkhi, was
trained to shoot at pictures of Arafat, hidden in a specially
prepared room.
On December 19, 1968, a Mossad team smuggled Fatkhi across
the River Jordan, from where he was supposed to infiltrate
Arafat's headquarters.
Then they waited. Five hours later, news came. Fatkhi had
wasted no time. He had gone straight to a police station and
accused Mossad of trying to brainwash him. The operation was
an abject failure.
In recent years, however, Mossad has lived up to its reputation
as the most efficient secret killing machine in the world. One
operation in Dubai proves the point. In January 2010, a team of
several dozen Mossad agents flew to the oil-rich emirate on false
passports, wearing wigs and false moustaches.
Disguised as tourists and tennis players - some of them even
carried racquets - they broke into a room at the luxurious AlBustan Hotel.
There they waited for their quarry, top Hamas operative
Mahmoud al-Mabhouh. As soon as al-Mabhouh let himself into
his room, they grabbed him and used a high-tech ultrasound
instrument to inject poison into his neck without even breaking
the skin. He died within moments. Four hours later, most of the
team had already flown out of Dubai. Job done.

Revenge: Ali Hassan Salameh, whose group murdered 11
Israeli athletes, was killed in a Mossad bombing, pictured
All this might sound swashbuckling or heroic. In reality, there is
nothing glamorous about Bergman's story.
Indeed, the first man to die in his book is not some Palestinian
terrorist or Left-wing extremist. It is a British policeman:
Detective Superintendent Tom Wilkin, from Aldeburgh on the
Suffolk coast.
In the autumn of 1944, Wilkin was in Jerusalem, where he was
in charge of cracking down on Zionist guerillas.

One operation in 1968 was directly inspired by the film
The Manchurian Candidate
At the time, Jerusalem was part of British-governed Palestine,
where the authorities were struggling to keep a lid on the
tensions between Zionists - who wanted an independent Jewish
state - and their Palestinian neighbours.

To the Jewish militants in the terrorist Stern Gang, Wilkin was
not a man. He was a target. In September, 1944, as he was
strolling down a street, a boy sitting outside a grocery store
threw down his hat - a sign the target was in range.
Moments later, two young Jewish men opened fire with
revolvers. Wilkin 'managed to turn around and draw his pistol,'
one assailant, David Shomron, recalled, 'but then he fell face
first. A spurt of blood came out of his forehead, like a fountain.'
Shomron did not feel the slightest remorse. 'Not even a little
twinge of guilt,' he said later. 'We believed the more coffins
that reached London, the closer the day of freedom would
be.'
That terrible phrase - 'the more coffins that reached London' captures the mood of Bergman's book. For, as cold-blooded as
this sounds, Shomron was proved right.
Faced with a wave of killings, including the infamous 1946
bombing of the King David Hotel in Jerusalem, in which 91
mostly British officials were killed, Clement Attlee's government
decided to get out. The Zionists got what they wanted.
*Comment: See: The dark history of Israel's independence
But the blood that gushed from poor Tom Wilkin's head would
soon become a torrent.
The state of Israel was born amid brutal ethnic cleansing, with
Jewish and Palestinian neighbours slaughtering one another in
their thousands, while the new country's Arab neighbours tried
to strangle it at birth. It is hardly surprising that, ever since,
Israel's leaders have been driven by insecurity. After all, Israel
has always been surrounded by hostile states, most of which
deny that it even has the right to exist.
* Comment: The author would seem to be putting Palestinian
self defense on par with Israel's acts of ethic cleansing. And
then justifies whatever culpability he does give Israel with
'because the holocaust' - which, if anything, should make
Israelis more sensitized to racial and religious injustice and
genocide - not less.
* The Balfour Declaration set in motion the ethnic cleansing of
Palestine
* Mass grave uncovered containing dozens of Palestinians killed
in 1948 war (ethnic cleansing) that founded Israel
* Israel's ethnic cleansing and apartheid in Palestine
* UN investigator: Israel engaged in ethnic cleansing with
settlement expansion
* The real Israeli 'peace' policy - ethnic cleansing by every
possible means
* Ethnic cleansing before your eyes: Israel's 'incremental
genocide'
On top of that, no Israeli can ever forget the awful shadow of
the Holocaust, in which six million Jews were slaughtered by the
Nazis.

Former Mossad director Meir Dagan (pictured) who
ordered hundreds of assassinations between 2002 and
2011, kept a picture of his Polish-born grandfather, on his
knees and surrounded by German soldiers, moments
before he was shot and thrown into a mass grave.
Even today, hatred of Jews remains a monstrous feature of
Europe's political landscape - as evidenced by the appalling
goings - on inside the Labour Party, where leader Jeremy
Corbyn and his friends have turned a blind eye to the
resurgence of the most poisonous anti-Semitism. No wonder,
then, that in the struggle for survival, Israel's leaders have
reached so often for the bomb and bullet.
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*Comment: The above is another load of propaganda
aimed at one of the UK's few politicians who is unafraid
to call out Israel for its genocidal policies. See also:
* Jewish Voice for Labour defends Corbyn's criticism of Israel,
slams anti-Semitism claims
* Craig Murray: British state's treatment of Jeremy Corbyn as
'anti-semite' illustrates the ubiquity of evil
* Oh please! Labour MP calls Corbyn 'anti-semite and racist'because Israel
* Corbyn rightfully accuses Israeli Defense Forces of 'committing
willful killings constituting war crimes' during Gaza protests
'If someone comes to kill you,' says the sacred Jewish text, the
Talmud, 'rise up and kill him first.'
As Bergman argues, that has been the principle guiding Mossad,
as well as Israel's internal security service Shin Bet and the
army intelligence agency Aman, since the state's foundation 70
years ago.
The lesson, Dagan told Bergman before his death in 2016, was
that 'most of the Jews in the Holocaust died without fighting. We
must never reach that situation again, kneeling, without the
ability to fight for our lives.'
* Comment: And yet this same sentiment cannot be afforded
to Palestinians who must be labelled terrorists - when they have
the legal right to resist an occupation that is killing them a bit at
a time, a bit at a time, a bit at a time...
Bergman's own story, by the way, is fascinating. Although this
book has earned him a reputation as a whistle-blower, he is the
very antithesis of a simplistic, bleeding-hearted activist.
Born in 1972 to parents who were both Holocaust survivors, he
did his national service in the intelligence unit of Israel's Military
Police Corps, has a PhD from Cambridge and is now a senior
correspondent for Israel's largest newspaper.
Based on 1,000 interviews and vast numbers of leaked
documents, his book often reads like a John le Carre novel. But
it took considerable courage for him to publish it.
While he was working on it, the chief of the Israel Defense
Forces accused him of 'aggravated espionage' and even asked
the security services to take action against him.
Why? The reason is that Bergman sheds an unsparing
light on the human cost of Israel's targeted killings
policy. He shows, for example, that when operations have
taken place overseas, Israel's agents were, and probably
still are, unforgivably casual about civilian victims.
*Comment: Wow, a little objectivity finally!
Perhaps the most chilling section of his book concerns an
operation in 1973 - and which was about as far from the
glamour and romance of a James Bond thriller as you could
possibly imagine.
That summer, Mossad was on the hunt for Ali Hassan Salameh,
one of the most wanted men in the world. Salameh was chief of
operations for Black September, the Palestinian terrorist group
that murdered 11 Israeli athletes at the 1972 Olympics.
Mossad wanted him dead, but the trail had gone cold. Then
came a miracle. In Lillehammer, Norway, an Israeli secret agent
spotted Salameh in a cafe. Word went back to Tel Aviv and a hit
squad was assembled. On July 21, as Salameh and his girlfriend
got off a bus on their way home from the cinema, the assassins
were waiting in a rented Volvo. They leaped out of the car, fired
eight shots, jumped back in their car and screeched away,
leaving their target in a pool of blood.
It was almost the perfect hit, but for just one problem. They had
killed the wrong man.
It was not Salameh, but Ahmed Bouchikhi, a Moroccan waiter
with a heavily pregnant wife.
In the aftermath, Norwegian police arrested six Israeli agents.
Five served time in Norway, though all were released quickly
under a secret deal. When the five returned to Israel, they were
greeted as heroes. Few questioned the basic morality of the
operation; it was just a shame, they thought, that Mossad had
got the wrong man.
But they did get him eventually. On January 22, 1979, Salameh
had just left his Beirut apartment when a female Israeli agent,
watching from her balcony, pressed a button and a gigantic car
bomb ripped through the street.

Eight bystanders were also killed, including a German nun
and a British student, but nobody at Mossad cared. 'You
get used to killing,' explains former security chief Ami
Ayalon. 'Human life becomes easy to dispose of. You
spend a quarter of an hour, 20 minutes, on who to kill.'
In a chillingly familiar phrase, Ayalon even calls this the
'banality of evil' - words borrowed from the German philosopher
Hannah Arendt, who used it to describe the Nazi war criminal
Adolf Eichmann. That tells its own story.
And although Bergman shows why decent people can feel they
have no choice but to take terrible decisions, he also shows the
consequences of crossing the line between good and evil.
In the early Eighties, for example, Israeli defence minister, and
later prime minister, Ariel Sharon's obsession with killing Yasser
Arafat led him into one of the darkest chapters in Israel's
modern history. At the time, Israel was embroiled in a horrific
civil war in Lebanon, which killed at least 120,000 people.
There, on Sharon's orders, his army colluded with the local
Christian Phalange, a militia who murdered hundreds, if not
thousands, of Muslims in a Beirut slaughterhouse, cut off their
ears as souvenirs and buried their bodies in lime pits. Almost
incredibly, Sharon did not stop there.
Some of Bergman's interviewees told him that on five
occasions in 1982, Sharon seriously contemplated
shooting down an ordinary civilian airliner when he heard
that Arafat might be aboard.
On each occasion the Israeli military refused to obey, sometimes
deliberately dithering until it was too late. Had they not done so,
hundreds of ordinary passengers would have died in what
Bergman calls 'an intentional war crime'.No doubt all this will be
grist to the mill of Israel's critics. On the Left, in particular,
criticism of Israel has become an automatic reflex, often tinged
with more than a hint of anti-Semitism.
There are, of course, good reasons to be critical of Israel. I find
it impossible to justify its harsh treatment of the defeated
Palestinians, or its callous, cynical policy of expanding Israeli
settlements on Palestinian land.
* Comment: Sounds about right, but then...
Yet after all the Jews have suffered - pogroms, persecution and
the unspeakable obscenity of the Holocaust - what reasonable
person would begrudge them a homeland of their own?
And who can blame them for fighting to defend that homeland
from those who would destroy it?
* Comment: Defending one's homeland is one thing instigating wars of aggression (both overt and covert) in order
to create Israel's version of lebensraum - is quite another: From
Yinon to Ya'alon: Israel's strategy to balkanize the Middle East
at any cost
Ever since 1948, as Bergman himself points out, the threats to
Israel's existence have been only too real. One of his book's
most powerful images is a picture of an Israeli woman, drenched
in her own blood, being carried away after a suicide bombing in
Tel Aviv.
Sharon used to show it to foreign diplomats whenever they
questioned Israel's targeted assassination programme. Given
Israel's bloody history and dangerous present, I understand why
its agents feel they must act as they do.
The question, though, is whether the killings are working. For
the past 70 years, the deaths have piled up, yet still there
is no peace. The blood flows, but still Israel is not safe.
Its enemies, of course, deserve a large share of the blame. But
perhaps killing has become so easy that Israel's leaders have
stopped looking for other solutions. Either way, the end is
nowhere in sight - and so Mossad's killings go on. Because of
their secretive nature, they rarely make the headlines.
But even as you are reading these words, someone, somewhere,
is planning the next hit.
Rise And Kill First: The Secret History Of Israel's Targeted
Assassinations, by Ronen Bergman, is published by John
Murray, price £20.
***
Comment: And this is just what we know:
*By way of deception: MH17 sabotaged by Israeli security
team at Amsterdam Schiphol airport
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*By Way of Deception: Israel Increases Covert
Operations, Says Military chief
*By
way
of
deception:
Hamas
blames
"Israeli
collaborators" for launching rockets
*Litvinenko - By Way Of Deception Part 1
*Litvinenko - By Way Of Deception - Part 2
*Litvinenko: By Way of Deception Part 3: The Apartheid
State Of Israel

*Comment source:
*
https://www.sott.net/article/392424-How-Mossadbecame-the-world-leader-in-assassinations-with-over800-operations-in-the-last-decade

***

*Story Source:
*http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article6001335/How
-Israels-secret-service-world-leader-assassins.html

__________________________________________________________________________

…A whole family sort-of Holocausted…
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ernest Fisher jailed for life for murdering Matthew Fisher-Turner before AFL grand final
By Joanna Menagh, 2 August 2018

*Photo: Ernest Fisher murdered his son Matthew in a
bedroom at the family home in Parmelia. (ABC News)
*Related Story: Father found guilty of stabbing son to
death before watching AFL grand final
*Related Story: How a son fell victim to 'the biggest
nightmare' — being murdered by his own loving family
***
So far today police in Australia would have dealt with on
average 548 domestic violence matters
* Learn more about these numbers. Share
A Perth father who stabbed his son to death before watching the
AFL grand final with friends has been sentenced to life in jail
with a minimum of 18 years. Ernest Fisher's two children, who
he left to dispose of their brother's body, have also been jailed
over the murder at the family's suburban home, but could walk
free in weeks due to time already served in custody.
Key points:
* Ernest Fisher sentenced to life with 18-year minimum for
murdering his son
* Son Joshua Fisher-Turner jailed for four years for covering up
the crime and burying his brother
* Daughter Hannah Fisher-Turner eligible for release for
covering up the crime, after time already served
The 67-year-old Fisher fatally stabbed his 23-year-old son
Matthew Fisher-Turner in October 2016 following what he
claimed was a series of physical assaults.
He then went to a friend's house to watch the AFL grand final,
leaving his children Joshua and Hannah Fisher-Turner to bury
the body in the backyard and clean up the crime scene in
Joshua's bedroom.
Matthew's body was not discovered until four weeks later after
his friends, who had repeatedly quizzed Mr Fisher about his
son's whereabouts, reported him missing to police.
Stabbing was 'the right thing'
Fisher admitted stabbing his son but claimed he acted in
defence of himself and his children. He claimed his son was
aggressive, abusive and "terrorising" the family.
In an interview after his arrest, Fisher joked and laughed with
police, describing Matthew as "a complete arsehole" and saying
while it "wasn't pleasant" he felt he had done "the right thing"
by stabbing his son.

*Photo: The jury took just hours to convict the trio over
Matthew's death. (Facebook: RIP Matthew Fisher-Turner)

In June, after a 10-day Supreme Court trial, a jury rejected his
claims and found him guilty of murder. Fisher's barrister Sam
Vandongen accepted that his client was facing a lengthy
minimum jail term and that "he was facing the real prospect of
dying in prison". Mr Vandongen said tests on his brain showed
Fisher was suffering "small vessel disease" which affected the
functioning part of his brain.
Father forced children to make appalling choice: judge
Justice Stephen Hall described Fisher's actions as "callous,
disturbing and reprehensible".
A family at war

*Ernest Fisher was looking forward to the 2016 AFL
grand final, but before that he had to kill his son.
He said he did not accept the 67-year-old's argument that he
had no other choice than to kill his son, saying he had "simply
chosen the option that suited him best".
The murder was motivated by "hatred, frustration and anger",
he said, noting Fisher had shown no remorse or regret for what
he had done. He repeatedly talked about Matthew in derogatory
terms in his police interview. Justice Hall also lashed out at
Fisher for what he called his "reprehensible" decision to involve
Joshua and Hannah in the crime, saying he had presented them
with an "appalling dilemma" when he left them with the body.
Joshua, a 28-year-old IT student, and Hannah, a 21-year-old
who was studying fashion, were convicted of being accessories
after the fact.

*Photo: Hannah Fisher-Turner helped clean up the crime
scene and bury her brother's body. (Supplied: Facebook)
Addressing Joshua and Hannah, Justice Hall said: "Your father
effectively forced you make a choice".
"Your options were to call the police or help your father. He
should never have put you in that position.
"It was an appalling abrogation of his parental responsibility."
However he said the two children did have a choice, but they
made the wrong one "out of misguided loyalty to your father
who failed you very badly".
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Joshua sobbed as Justice Hall noted he did what he did, in part,
because he had wanted to protect his sisters, saying he
accepted the 28-year-old was remorseful and had good
prospects for rehabilitation.
Joshua was sentenced to four years jail, but with time already
served he will be eligible for release on parole in October.
Hannah received three years and eight months, but again with
time served will be eligible for release by the end of the month.
Sister 'haunted' by brother's death
Their trial was told the family had fallen apart after the death in
2014 of Fisher's wife and the children's mother.
The home, in the Perth suburb of Parmelia, was described as "a
pigsty".

"I now acknowledge they were wrong and I am deeply sorry. My
mother would also be very disappointed in me and I wish I could
take it back."
Joshua's lawyer, Marco Tedeschi, said his client was also
distressed by what had happened, and had run out of the room
as soon as he saw his father with the knife.
"Seeing your father with a knife and not long after seeing your
brother lying dead on your bedroom floor … fear would have
contributed to his poor decision making that day …" he said.
Mr Tedeschi described the household as dysfunctional and said
the presentence reports indicated Joshua had a lack of coping
skills and "chose to hide and avoid the reality of what was
happening".

*Photo: Joshua Fisher-Turner's room where his brother
Matthew was murdered by his father. (Supplied)
Joshua and Hannah were said to be reclusive and very different
from Matthew, who the court heard was an outgoing gym junkie
who was seeing three women at the time of his death.
In sentencing submissions today Hannah's lawyer, Jim Brash,
said a psychological report found his client was suffering
"unresolved grief from the death of her mother" as well as
distress from the death of her brother.
Mr Brash also revealed his client had sent a letter to the judge
expressing her remorse for what she had done.
"Being in jail, I've had a lot of time to sit and reflect … and the
events of October the first 2016 fill my heart with pain and
sadness … and haunt me," she wrote.

*Photo: Joshua Fisher-Turner was an introvert who was a
very different personality to his outgoing brother.
(Facebook: Joshua Fisher-Turner)
Outside the court, Mr Tedeschi said his client was relieved the
case had ended.
"This has obviously been a horrific experience for this family,"
he said.
"Obviously he [Joshua] was incredibly remorseful and upset by
the whole thing, he's obviously been traumatised by the what
happened, greatly traumatised by it."
Mr Tedeschi said he was hopeful Joshua had good prospects for
the future.
"I'd be hopeful that in three months from now he can get his life
together again," he said.
"I think he can get his life back on track, he's only a young man
and he's got a lot going for him."
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-08-02/ernest-fisherjailed-for-matthew-fisher-turner-afl-murder/10065276

______________________________________________
What is left unsaid in the Anglo-Saxon accusations against Russia
By Thierry Meyssan, Voltaire Network | Damascus (Syria) | 24 July 2018
Is Vladimir Putin’s Russia a Wild West where Power can strip a
billionaire of his fortune, like in the days of Boris Yeltsin? Is
Russia interfering with the United States electoral process?
According to the US ruling class, these are questions which
leave no room for doubt. And yet all it needed was for President
Putin to propose that President Trump accept a mutual
exchange of letters rogatory to see panic taking hold of
Washington.

William Browder during one of his hearings at the United
States Senate.
On 16 November 2009, tax specialist lawyer Sergey Magnitsky
died in Matrosskaya Tishina prison (Moscow). Immediately, the
US Press claimed that he had been in possession of information
concerning a State scandal, and had been tortured by the «
régime ».
The Magnitsky Act
The death of Magnitsky shut down the legal procedures that had
been launched against him by the Russian Minister of Justice.

Billionaire William (“Bill”) Browder declared in Washington that
the tax expert possessed proof that Russian Power had stolen 3
billion dollars from him. Despite lobbying by Goldman Sachs, the
US Congress believed it had clarified the affair, and in 2012
adopted a law sanctioning the Russian personalities suspected of
having murdered the lawyer. Goldman Sachs, which did not
believe the information forwarded by the parliamentarians, hired
the lobbying firm Duberstein Group in an attempt to block the
vote on the law [1].
On this model, in 2016, the Congress extended the « Magnitsky
Act » to the whole world, requesting the President to implement
sanctions against all people and all states which violate
individual property. Presidents Obama and Trump obeyed,
placing about twenty personalities on the list, including the
President of the Republic of Chechnya, Ramzan Kadyrov.
These two laws were aimed at giving back to the United States
the role it had assumed during the Cold War as defender of
individual property, even though they had no communist rival.
The two versions of the « Magnitsky affair »
As for the Russian State Duma, it responded to its US
counterpart by forbidding the adoption of Russian children by US
families, and by denouncing the responsibility of US
personalities in the legalisation of torture (the Dima Yakovlev
Law, from the name of the Russian child adopted in the USA
who died as a result of negligence by the parents). President
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Putin applied this text in 2013, also forbidding ex-US Vice
President Dick Cheney access to Russian territory.
The « Magnitsky affair » could have ended there. It seems to be
independent of the « Khodorkovsky affair », exploited by NATO
in order to accuse Russia of interference in Western democracies
by way of disinformation or « fake news » [2]. However, the
Russian Prosecutor General contests the narrative presented by
Wiliam Browder to the US Congress.
According to William Browder, his company Hermitage Capital
invested in Russia, particularly in Gazprom. He allegedly
discovered signs of irregular practices and attempted to warn
the Kremlin. However, his resident’s visa was then cancelled.
Then his Russian companies were allegedly robbed by
Lieutenant-Colonel Artem Kuznetsov, a civil servant from the
Financial Brigade of the Russian Ministry of the Interior.
Kuznetsov apparently seized the property documents during a
search, then used them to register a new owner. Lawyer Sergey
Magnitsky, who apparently blew the whistle on the
embezzlement, was arrested, tortured and finally died in prison.
In the end, Lieutenant-Colonel Artem Kuznetsov and «
godfather » Dmitry Klyuev were allegedly able to deposit the 3
billion stolen dollars in a Cypriot bank. This is a classic case of
theft by the Russian mafia with the help of the Kremlin [3]. This
narrative inspired the seventh season of the Showtime TV
series, Homeland.
On the contrary, according to Russian Prosecutor General Yury
Chaika, William Browder illegally acquired 133 million shares in
Gazprom on behalf of the Ziff brothers, via various straw men.
Not only did Browder avoid paying 150 million dollars in taxes,
but the acquisition of part of this crown jewel of the Russian
economy is in itself illegal. Furthermore, his financial advisor,
Sergey Magnitsky, who had developed another scam for the
same Browder, was arrested and died of a heart attack in
prison [4].
It is obviously impossible to tell the truth from the lies in these
two versions. However, it is now recognised that Sergey
Magnitsky was not a lawyer working freelance, but was
employed by William Browder’s companies. He was not
investigating embezzlement, but was tasked by Browder with
the creation of financial structures which would avoid him
having to pay taxes in Russia. For example, the two men
imagined remunerating mentally handicapped people as front
men in order to benefit from their tax exempt status. Browder
had much experience with tax evasion – which is why he lived
for ten years in Russia with a simple tourist visa, then
abandoned his US citizenship and became a British citizen.
These last elements prove William Browder wrong, and are
compatible with Prosecutor Chaika’s accusations. In these
conditions, it seems at the least imprudent for the US Congress
to have adopted the Magnitsky Act, unless of course the
operation was aimed not at defending individual property, but at
hurting Russia [5].
A leader of the Russian opposition paid by Browder
Alongside the National Endowment for Democracy (NED),
Browder abundantly finances the work of a young lawyer, Alexeï
Navalny. Thanks to the help of US ambassador Michael McFaul,
the young man pursued his studies in the USA at Yale in 2010.
He created an Anti-Corruption Foundation in order to promote
Browden’s version and accuse Putin’s administration.
Having become a leader of the political opposition, Navalny and
his Foundation directed a first documentary accusing the family
of Prosecutor Chaika of corruption. But although the video is
convincing at first look, it presents no proof of the facts it
relates.
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=
3eO8ZHfV4fk
Simultaneously, Navalny ordered a second documentary from a
Russian film director and member of the opposition about the «
Magnitsky affair ». But this journalist turned against his
employer during the investigation, which was finally broadcast
by Russian public television.
A spook and an ambassador paid by Browder
Thereafter, William Browder engaged an ex-agent of MI6 in
Moscow (1990-93), Christopher Steele, and the ex-US
ambassador to Moscow (2012-14), Michael McFaul.

It so happens that it was Christopher Steele who, in 2006 –
while he was with MI6 – accused President Vladimir Putin of
having ordered the poisoning of Alexander Litvinenko with
Polonium. In 2016, he also worked – freelance this time – for
the US Democratic Party. That was when he wrote the famous
dossier accusing candidate Donald Trump of being under the
threat of blackmail by the Russian secret services [6] ; an
unwarranted charge which has just resurfaced after the bilateral
Summit in Helsinki. We find Steele once again, in 2018, involved
in the Novitchok poisoning of Sergueï Skripal – as a « consultant
» for MI6, he of course accused the inevitable Vladimir Putin.
The Russian riposte
During the US Presidential campaign of 2016, Russian
Prosecutor General Yury Chaika attempted to influence a
member of Congress who was open to Russian thinking, Dana
Rohrabacher (Republican, California). He sent her a note
concerning his version of the Browder-Magnitsky affair. Russian
lawyer Natalia Veselnitskaya met the son and son-in-law of
candidate Donald Trump at Trump Tower, in order to inform
them that a part of Browder’s dirty money was being used to
finance the candidacy of Hillary Clinton [7].
Thereafter, William Browder became the main source of the
enquiry run by Special Prosecutor Robert Mueller about possible
Russian interference in « US Democracy ». A long time before
he became the Director the FBI, Mueller – who officially has no
link to the CIA – had been responsible for the enquiry on the
Lockerbie attack, which he attributed to Mouammar Kadhafi.
Let’s remember that Libya never recognised that it was
implicated in this affair, although it accepted to pay a
compensation to the victims. Above all, Scottish Justice
established the fact that fragments of the detonator found on
site were placed there by the CIA in order to accuse Libya.
Mueller used the meeting of Trump’s team with Natalia
Veselnitskaya as « proof » of the subordination of Donald Trump
to the Russian Intelligence services.
In the USA, Natalia Veselnitskaya represents the interests of
several of Browder’s Russian victims. She also acted in 2014 on
behalf of one of the companies that Browder accused of being
connected to « godfather » Dmitry Klyuev. She also raised the
question about the manner in which an agent of Homeland
Security, Todd Hyman, had transmitted a trial document without
proceeding with the usual verifications.
There will be no moment of truth
During the US-Russia summit in Helsinki, President Vladimir
Putin proposed that his US counterpart allow US investigators to
question those Russian civil servants suspected of interference
in the US Presidential campaign, on the condition that Russian
investigators would also be allowed to question suspects in the
USA. Donald Trump is reserving his answer.
However, when the office of Prosecutor Yury Chaika transmitted
the list of witnesses to be questioned, Washington panicked. Not
only did Chaika ask to question British subjects William Browder
and Christopher Steele if they should travel in the United States,
but also ambassador Michael McFaul, lawyer Jonathan Winer,
researcher David J. Kramer, and finally, agent Todd Hyman.
Jonathan Winer was in charge of the Lockerbie dossier at the
State Department during the 1990’s. He is a personal friend of
Christopher Steele, and transmitted his reports to the neoconservatives for a decade [8].
During Bush Jr.’s first term, David J. Kramer played an
important role in the management of the propaganda system for
the State Department as well as looking after the stay-behind
agents in Eastern Europe and in Russia. After having worked in
various think tanks, he became the president of Freedom House,
and campaigned on the « Magnitsky affair ». He is today a
researcher at the McCain Institute.
Although, so far, nothing enables us to tell which of the Browder
and Chaika versions is accurate, the truth will soon emerge. It is
possible that Russian interference may be no more than fake
news, but US interference (by introduction into the crown piece
of the Russian economy as well as via Alexeï Navalny) may in
fact be a reality.
In the context of’ Washington’s unanimous anti-Russian stand,
President Trump declines Vladimir Putin’s proposition.
Thierry Meyssan
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Translation
Pete Kimberley
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[5] « Intouchable, Mr. Browder ? », par Israël Shamir,
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***

Thierry Meyssan
Political consultant, President-founder of the Réseau
Voltaire (Voltaire Network). Latest work in French – Sous
nos Yeux. Du 11-Septembre à Donald Trump (Right
Before our Eyes. From 9/11 to Donald Trump).
* http://www.voltairenet.org/article202140.html

_______________________________________________
What You Need To Know About Palestinian Children In Israel
Natalee Nassar
Upon the beginning of the trial, detention is usually
extended until the end of legal proceedings. Additionally,
while detained, these children, who are as young as 12
years old, are subjected to violent treatment such as
beatings, denial of food and water, being handcuffed into
stress positions for hours on end, and even sexual
assault. In the world, Israel stands alone when
it prosecutes children in military courts by default.
You may have heard of Ahed Tamimi, a 17-year-old
Palestinian girl who was detained by the military for
https://nwttac.dci-palestine.org/
slapping a soldier. You may not have heard that her
A few weeks ago, there was a congressional briefing
family has been terrorized by occupation forces for years.
for H.R. 4391–Promoting Human Rights by Ending Israeli
You also may not have known that the same day she
Military Detention of Palestinian Children. You probably
slapped that soldier, her cousin was shot in the head,
didn’t hear about it because it is becoming increasingly
close range by a rubber coated bullet. She was only 16
difficult to navigate the convoluted politics and human
when she was detained but celebrated her 17th birthday
rights violations occurring within our own borders. Over
awaiting her trial. She was sentenced to eight months
and over, we see comments saying, “This is not who we
imprisonment at her trial. While international outcry may
are. This is not what we do. This is not what Americans
have helped her avoid a harsher sentence, an Israeli
stand for.” As much as I would like to believe that, the
settler received only a 6-month sentence after
truth is this is exactly what we have allowed to happen,
intentionally setting a Palestinian home ablaze, which left
and even subsidized with our tax dollars, for years.
now 7-year-old Ahmad Dawabsha an orphan.
No Way to Treat a Child, a joint campaign between
Ahed’s story is far from exceptional, with up to 700
Defense of Children International-Palestine and American
children a year being prosecuted in this failed system.
Friends Service Committee states: “Israel has the
Adding to trauma of these experiences is the fact that
dubious distinction of being the only country in the world
nearly 2/3 of children detained report being abused while
that systematically prosecutes between 500 and 700
in detention. “In 2013, UNICEF published a report on
children each year in military courts lacking fundamental
Palestinian children arrested by Israel, concluding that
fair trial rights. 3 out of 4 Palestinian children experience
“the ill treatment of children who come in contact with
physical violence following arrest.” They continue,
the military detention system appears to be widespread,
“Children under 18 years old account for nearly 46
systematic and institutionalized throughout the process,
percent of the 4.95 million Palestinians living in the
from the moment of arrest to indictment of the child, the
occupied West Bank, including East Jerusalem, and the
conviction and issuing of the verdict.” Recent statistics
Gaza Strip.”
show that abuse is actually increasing.
That number is actually higher in Gaza, which has been
16-year-old Fawzi al-Junaidi was taken into custody while
under military blockade for over 10 years. An entire
he was out buying groceries for his family. He was
generation of children have grown up knowing nothing
beaten so badly that his shoulder was broken. He was
but Israeli military occupation, “where systemic impunity
denied medical treatment for over 18 days. Pictures of
and persistent grave human rights violations are the
his inhumane arrest went viral, a young man blindfolded
norm, not the exception.”
on the street surrounded by more than 20 armed
Minors are often taken into custody during night arrests,
soldiers. At only 16, he was forced to assume the role of
which traumatize not just the child, but the entire family.
head of household. His mother fighting a terminal illness
It is not uncommon that they are blindfolded and they
while his father recovers from a leg injury. This young
are rarely informed of their rights. After they are taken
boy has been forced to grow up at an alarming rate, in
from their families, pre-trial detention is the norm, they
an increasingly hostile environment, only to be arrested
are denied access to lawyers, bail is extremely rare, and,
while trying to take care of his family.
on the infrequent occasions it is issued, it’s usually
Hassan Tamimi, an 18-year-old, suffers from a serious
prohibitively expensive.
medical condition that makes him unable to absorb
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protein. He requires a specialized diet and medicines
which were denied to him for nearly 2 months. His
crime? He was allegedly throwing stones, a frequent
claim which is nearly impossible to prove which also
makes it difficult to disprove. After objections from other
prisoners, he was finally taken for medical care.
Palestinian prisoners have few resources or support
within the prison system so they are often working
together through non-violent means like as hunger
strikes and
international
awareness
for
justice. After spending three days in a coma, he awoke to
find he had lost nearly all of his eyesight. Despite losing
his eyesight as a result of his detention, Hassan is still
expected to go on trial for a crime he claims he did not
commit.
While things are bad for Palestinian children living in
Jerusalem and the West Bank, it is even worse for the
children of Gaza. Gaza has nearly 2 million Palestinians
living in an area that is about 25 miles long and 5 miles
wide and even here, significant portions of this already
small area are off limits. It has been under military
blockade since 2007. Children constitute 49% of the
population of the Gaza Strip and the majority of the
children in Gaza show signs of deep psychological stress.
It’s not a surprising statistic because there have been
three military assaults on the population of Gaza in 2008,
2012, and 2014. It’s hard to look at my 11-year-old son
and know that children his age have already survived
three wars, if they were lucky. According to the World
Bank, about 42 percent of Palestinians in Gaza suffer
from poverty, youth unemployment stands at 58 percent,
and some 80 percent rely on international aid, mainly
food supply.
Children deserve a future free from military night raids,
forced separation from their parents, imprisonment after
signing coerced confessions, and prosecution in military
courts. Who among us can really say that it is
unreasonable for a child to be safe from these
experiences? We need to fight for a world where ALL
children are protected by fair and just laws.
H.R. 4391 does not change the U.S.’s relationship with
Israel at all, except to stop “U.S. assistance to Israel
from being used to support the military detention,
interrogation, or ill-treatment of Palestinian children in
violation of international humanitarian law or the use
against Palestinian children” It is more important now
than ever, that we start holding our representatives
accountable for the impunity that they have shown the
Israeli government, especially given the systemic nature
in which they occur.
According to the UN’s Convention on the Rights of the
Child, of which Israel is a state party, the “arrest,
detention or imprisonment of a child must be used only
as a measure of last resort and for the shortest
appropriate period of time.” It is not unreasonable to ask
that a country which receives over $3 billion dollars of
funding from the US. each year to follow the law that it
already agreed to follow.
“With leaders that seemingly lack a political vision to
pave the way for a future with justice and equality,
children see only a future with limited prospects where
their hopes and dreams are stifled by an Israeli military
occupation with no end in sight,” wrote the Defense for
Children International – Palestine and American Friends
Service Committee in a congressional briefing.
We are allowing an entire generation of children to grow
up without hope. Without any prospects for the future

except occupation and war. People will say we have to fix
our problems here first, that we can’t help everyone, or
that it’s not our responsibility. But it costs us nothing to
ask that the money we already give to Israel isn’t used
to fund this treatment. It’s time to draw the line and say
we are no longer going to fund the inhumane treatment
of children anywhere.
Editor’s Note: Any opinions expressed in this post are the
author’s own.
*https://www.scarymommy.com/inhumane-treatmentpalestinian-children-in-israel/

“There is justification for killing babies if it is clear
that they will grow up to harm us [the jews], and
in such a situation they may be harmed
deliberately, and not only during combat with
adults.”
Rabbi Yitzhak Shapira
It is unbelievable to understand the zionist crimes of
burning and killing the Palestinian children, it cant be
justified but only in the minds of those mentally sick
criminals.

Burning the Palestinian toddler Ali Dawabsheh alive by
zionist settlers last week wasn’t the first nor would be
the last in the series of the zionist crimes against the
Palestinian natives and specially the children. This is
deep rooted in the Torah and the zionist rabbinical
breaching, it is an institutionalised and state sponsored
terror.
The Torah dictates:
“Now go and smite Amalek [Palestinians], and utterly
destroy all that they have, and spare them not; but slay
both man and woman, infant and suckling, ox, and
sheep, camel and ass,”
And nowadays, Rabbi Yisrael Rosen mimes the verbatim
Torah blindly:
“All the Palestinians should be killed, men, women,
infants and beasts.”
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Rabbi Dov Lior Speculates:
“The Torah of Israel guides us in all walks of life, private
and public, on how to behave during war and also
how to keep moral standards. Therefore, during
war the attacked people are allowed to punish the
enemy population in any punishment it finds
worthy, such as denying supplies or electricity and
also to bomb the whole area…”
And Rabbi Jack Reimer breaches:
“I am becoming convinced that Islamic Fundamentalism,
or, as some people prefer to call it, ‘Islamo-fascism,’ is
the most dangerous force that we have ever faced and
that it is worthy of the name: Amalek. We must
recognize who Amalek [Muslims] is in our
generation, and we must prepare to fight it in
every way we can. And may God help us in this task.”
The zionist chief “spiritual” leaders and the former
zionist chief rabbi Ovadia Yosef says:
“It is forbidden to be merciful to them
[Palestinians]. You must send missiles to them and
annihilate them. They are evil and damnable.”
Rabbi Mordecahi Elyahu promises:
“If they don’t stop after we kill 100, then we must kill a
thousand. And if they do not stop after we kill a
thousand, then we must kill 10,000. If they still don’t
stop, we must kill 100,000, even a million. Whatever it
takes to stop them.”

Also the Rabbinic Council of Jewish Settlements in the
West Bank urged the zionist army “to ignore Christian
morals and exterminate the enemy in the north
(Lebanon) and the south (Gaza Strip).
Rabbi Yitzhak Shapira urges killing the Palestinian
children:
“In any situation in which a non-Jew’s presence
endangers Jewish lives, the non-Jew may be killed
even if he is a righteous Gentile and not at all
guilty
for
the
situation
that
has
been
created…When a non-Jew assists a murderer of
Jews and causes the death of one, he may be
killed, and in any case where a non-Jew’s presence
causes danger to Jews, the non-Jew may be
killed…The [Din Rodef] dispensation applies even
when the pursuer is not threatening to kill directly,
but only indirectly….. There is justification for
killing babies if it is clear that they will grow up to
harm us, and in such a situation they may be
harmed deliberately, and not only during combat
with adults.”
The zionist deputy minister of religion and MK
Rabbi Eli Ben-Dahan speculates:

“[Palestinians] are beasts, they are not human.”
The zionist Mk and law-maker Ayelet Shaked insists
that ALL the Palestinian mothers should also be killed
and not only their sons, as she wrote on her Facebook
page:
“Behind every terrorist stand dozens of men and
women, without whom he could not engage in
terrorism. They are all enemy combatants, and
their blood shall be on all their heads. Now this
also includes the mothers of the martyrs, who send
them to hell with flowers and kisses. They should
follow their sons, nothing would be more just.”
This is the fanatic discourse within which the
zionist settlers live, not only the jewish terrorist
groups in West Bank but also all the zionist settlers
in all of historic Palestine including their political
and spiritual leaders who inflame the rage of their
citizens.
The jewish terrorist groups in the West Bank are
estimated officially to be a few hundreds [4 hundreds] of
active members but it is far more than that if you
consider the “sleeping” member. They are organized in
Talmudic teaching circles called “yeshivots” (religious
sessions) in which they are fed with the religious and
national hate. in 2014 only over 400 attacks where held
by these groups including burning houses, mosques,
churches and torching Palestinian fields. However, are
these acts visible for the zionist government? No, not at
all, “It is difficult to see that there are those within my
people capable of such acts,” President Reuven Rivlin
said.
AND, these criminal acts are neglected and even
passively encouraged as charges are seldom taken
against the perpetrators. The few cases in which that the
murderers are caught, the legal tricks are played of
releasing the criminal because the perpetrator is
“mentally ill” of that who burned Al-Aqsa mosque, or the
case is closed because there is no sufficient evidences
(like the current case of the Duma toddler), or simply the
government and the police turn a blind eye and forget
about the whole matter. However, sometimes the zionist
government even promotes the criminals to a higher
position like that soldier who shot a handcuffed and
blindfolded Palestinian detanee.

This criminal discourse could explain why over
94% of the “israeli” jews backed shelling the
children of Gaza, and, in a nation where a detailed
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book of how to kill children becomes a bestseller,
then there is a grave moral problem based on
religious discourse that calls for murdering
children “deliberately” and not only in war time.
The “pricetag” terrorist groups have regular and almost
daily attacks not only on Muslim religious sites but also
on Christian Churches and properties where they write
“Jesus is pig” and “Mary the whore” and in these cases
no one was caught or arrested over years simply because
the zionist government doesn’t want to make a big fuss
of it and to keep it under the carpet.

“israel” consider the Palestinian occupied or just a
demographic threat that should be ethnically cleansed?
It is needless to say that the PA was created to protect
the settlers but not the Palestinian natives as they raided
the Palestinian villages after the burning or the toddler of
Duma. Who else would protect the Palestinian unarmed
civilians against the coming horror of the armed-to-teeth
zionist settlers? We dont trust the United Nations either,
but only God and our humble abilities to resist the lunatic
invaders !!

The recent years has witnessed a rising increase in the
zionist terror against the Palestinian natives both
Muslims and Christians and it is not going to stop. It is
needless to say that the responsibility of protecting the
occupied civilians is on the occupying forces, but does

By: Sami, the bedouin
August 6, 2015
*https://samibedouin.wordpress.com/2015/08/06/burn
ing-the-palestinian-children-alive-and-its-religiousroots/

_________________________________________________

Morality, Truth, Facts Have Exited From The Dying West
By Paul Craig Roberts, PaulCraigRoberts.org, May 4, 2018
Photos demonstrating the Holocaust include dead
skeletal-like bodies. But these are not people gased
and cremated. These are deaths from typhus and
starvation. The disintegrating German state had no
food or medicines for Germans and often not for its
own soldiers. Concentration camp inmates were on
the bottom of the totem pole.

If you don’t think we live in a crazy world, here is
Netanyahu, the genocidal zionist leader of Israel, an
invader which has destroyed Palestine and seized
Palestine for Jews, expelling Palestinians from their
homes, villages and country, accusing Abbas, the front
man chosen by Washington and Israel as Palestine’s
leader, of being a Holocaust denier.
A rival absurdity is the nomination of President Trump for
the Nobel Peace Prize.
In the account I read, Abbas says nothing about the
Holocaust. He says that the European prejudice against
Jews resulted from European’s experience with their
sharp financial practices, not from some sort of religious
hostility. This is, of course, consistent with numerous
historical accounts predating the Israeli colonial
occupation of Palestine.
What was the Holocaust? According to zionists, the
Holocaust was National Socialist Germany’s elimination of
6 million Jews by first gassing them and then cremating
the bodies. It is unclear how Germany managed this feat
when all of its limited and dwindling resources were
employed, unsuccessfully as it turns out, on the Russian
front.

*The Neoconservative Th... Dr. Paul Craig Roberts Best
Price: $12.13 Buy New $20.10 (as of 12:50 EDT - Details)
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We know very little about the Holocaust, because no one
is allowed to study it. Anyone in Europe who studies it
and makes the slightest correction to the zionist narrative
is arrested and imprisoned as a Holocaust denier. There is
no doubt that many Jews were killed, but there are
different views about the various means employed and
the extent to which the process was organized or
haphazard. Before differences could be resolved and
sorted out, the subject was put off limits.

For example, suppose a scholar in Germany discovers a
previously unknown document that proves that National
Socialist Germany exterminated 3 million Jews. This
discovery of proof of the Holocaust would be rewarded
with the arrest and imprisonment of the scholar for
reporting the document, because it conflicts with the
official zionist declaration of 6 million. The document
would be branded a falsification and discarded. The
scholar’s career would be ruined.

Universities for criticizing Israel’s inhumane treatment of
Palestinians. No American university professor has the
right of free speech or the protection of tenure if the
Israel Lobby objects.
A crazed or corrupt federal judge in New York—paid off
by who?—has ordered Iran to pay $6 billion to 9/11
victims although Iran has nothing whatsoever to do with
the 9/11 attack.
Clearly, the purpose of this hoax judicial decision is to
make insouciant Americans believe that Iran was behind
9/11 and therefore muster Americans’ support for a
military attack on Iran.
Meanwhile, the Russians are so befuddled by their desire
to be part of the West that they have no idea of the
decadence that they would be joining:
In the UK teenage girls sell their virginity. One got $1.5
million.

The Holocaust is not a subject that can be studied or
investigated. It is an occurance handed down by zionists
that cannot be examined or modified and certainly not
questioned. We must take it on faith alone. If a scholar
does not, he is a Holocaust denier and, if European or
captured in Europe, he is imprisoned.

UK minister’s secretary caught selling sex online. Extra
price for doing it on the minister’s desk.
German university teaches women how to masturbate for
maximum pleasure.
Human relations break down as Western civilization turns
to sex robots.

For many people, this has raised quesions about the
Holocaust as studies of the event should confirm the
zionists’ account and be welcomed, not suppressed.

The Holocaust occurred about 75 years ago. Norman
Finkelstein and other Jewish scholars have explained how
the Holocaust has been used to deflect criticism of
Israel’s treatment of the Palestinians. Before our eyes the
Israelis
are
committing
holocaust
against
the
Palestinians, and nothing is done about it. You are not
even permitted to protest.

South Carolina has recently passed a law making it
illegal to criticize Israel for anything, no matter how
egregious. The bill purports to be combating “antisemitism,” but the definition of anti-semitism is criticism
of Israel or support for boycotts against Israel. In other
words, in South Carolina it is illegal to sanction Israel or
to criticize its inhumane policies toward the Palestinians.
But Russia, Iran, and North Korea can be sanctioned on
the basis of false accusations alone.
Three years ago South Carolina passed a law prohibiting
state contracts with US companies that boycott Israel.
The South Carolina government, like most other states,
is in Israel’s pocket. The state and federal governments
respond to Israel, not to Americans, and certainly not to
moral imperatives.
So what are we to conclude? That Holocaust against Jews
is morally unacceptable, but Holocaust against
Palestinians is morally acceptable?

From the looks of things, males in the West are as
endangered as morality, truth, and facts. See here and
here.
At one time these reports would have been shocking.
Today they are lost in the decadence of the West.
If Washington had any sense, Washington would get rid
of Russia by allowing Russia to join the West and become
firmly mired in the decadence before the emasculation of
American males leaves them unfit as soldiers. Does the
West, the culture of which is geared toward the
emasculation of males, really want to go to war against
Russia and China? Doesn’t seem to me like a good
decision.
The Best of Paul Craig Roberts
Paul Craig Roberts, a former Assistant Secretary of the US
Treasury and former associate editor of the Wall Street
Journal,
has been
reporting shocking
cases of
prosecutorial abuse for two decades. A new edition of his
book, The Tyranny of Good Intentions, co-authored with
Lawrence Stratton, a documented account of how
americans lost the protection of law, has been released
by Random House. Visit his website.
Copyright © 2018 Paul Craig Roberts
*Previous article by Paul Craig Roberts: What Can Be
Done?

The myth of “Western democracy” is based on voting,
which never changes anything. Trump campaigned on
ending the war in Syria and normalizing relations with
Russia, but where are we today? The US is attacking
Syrian Army positions and fomenting war with Russia.
Yet this has not prevented Trump from being nominated
for the Nobel peace prize.

Former CIA officer Philip Giraldi says that America’s
neoconservative Jews are driving America’s wars for
Israel’s benefit.
The neoconservatives have created a new think tank with
which to demonize Russia and foment war.
The Israel Lobby has often demonstrated its power to
overturn the US Constitution’s guarantee of free speech
and to remove tenured professors from American

The Tyranny of Good In... Paul Craig Roberts, La...
Best Price: $5.05 Buy New $10.62 (as of 11:10 EDT
- Details)
*https://www.lewrockwell.com/2018/05/paul-craigroberts/morality-truth-facts/
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Freemasons to accept women for first time in its history… but only if they
joined as a man

1 Aug, 2018 16:06, © Regis Duvignau /
Reuters

Transgender women should have the right to remain members
of the Freemasons but only if they joined as a man, the UK’s
largest lodge, the United Grand Lodge of England (UGLE), has
said.
UGLE, which was founded in 1717 and has been male-only for
centuries, issued new guidance to its 200,000 members in
England and Wales, stating that “a Freemason who after
initiation ceases to be a man does not cease to be a
Freemason”. It added that those who have transitioned from
female to male can also apply, reports the Times.
Some conventions of the secret society will remain unaltered.
Formal greetings between members, for example, should begin
with the prefix “Brother”, so someone who has transitioned from
Steven to Stephanie Smith would be “Brother Stephanie” or
“Brother Smith”.
During informal interactions they should be addressed "by the
name and title he/she has chosen," the new gender
reassignment policy confirms. Appropriate alternatives to the
dress code, which could include a “smart dark skirt and top”,
would be accepted.
The move has been met with bemusement from some on social
media who question whether the centuries old secret society,
whose past members include King Edward VII and Prime
Minister Winston Churchill, is more progressive on transgender
rights than women’s rights.
A frequently-asked-questions document attached to the policy
states that “No member should be pressured to resign from the
Craft because they are no longer male.” The Guardian reports
that if members are unhappy with their brother’s decision to
transition to a woman, it would be wise to have a “quiet word”
with them “to remind them of their Masonic obligations.”

A Freemason, also known to be a senior judge, was asked to
explore the legal implications of gender reassignment in
anticipation of a possible relaxation of the law, according to the
Times. As a single-sex association, lodges are exempt from
sexual discrimination legislation on admissions criteria but
discrimination against members is a separate issue.
READ MORE: Freemasons working with Tory youth group
in bid to recruit students – reports
Under the Gender Recognition Act 2004 and the Equality Act
2010 a man who has joined the Freemasons cannot have their
membership revoked after becoming a woman because gender
reassignment is protected.
A spokesman for the UGLE said: "While there has been no
general request for guidance on gender reassignment, questions
on the subject are likely to become increasingly common in
future, and now appears to be an opportune time to issue
general guidance to our members."
Conversation
Cults such as this and all the religions, including capitalism, are
the scour of humanity.
you ..
How so?... English Queen is the head of the freemasons in the
UK, Merkel, May, Sturgeon & many other women in positions of
power have been freemasons for a long long time... or is this
just proof that all of the above were men at birth :P
truer word spoken in jest! Those three 'ladies' have
all been transvestigated at one time or another and declared to
be MtFs.
It is impossible to reassign your gender identifying genes.
Once an XY, always an XY. If you want to be a unic, that's a
different topic.
The men will have to have periods.
"If you not one of us you are nothing" that is what they think.
In reality poor misguided souls who condemned themselves to
the grave by their own devices..
I once knew a Freemason, he hated the juice, is that common.
Among these guys ?
and when a woman keeps a secret?
Boy Scouts became Boy Skirts. Freemasons have become
Transmasons. What an exciting time for those organizations.
women already have their own secret societies Eastern Star is
the on of them. Eastern Star is the star of Lucifer the fallen
angel of course..
*https://www.rt.com/uk/434853-freemasons-admittransgender-women/

_________________________________________________
Did He Just Say That?
A Review of “Someone Has to Say It:
The Hidden History of How America Was Lost” by Tom Kawczynski

August 1, 2018/by Russell James
Do you ever wonder what happened to America? Do you
Or
why
radical
red
guard-style
communists,
wonder how we went from a stable, prosperous land in
masquerading as “anti-fascists”, are free to roam our
the 1950s — a land whose cities were the jewels of the
streets attacking any White person, they deem “racist”,
world with neighborhoods where no one locked their
or “sexist”, or “homophobic”, etc., with relative
doors and an education system that was second-toimpunity? In short, have you wondered how we lost
none — to a country where it isn’t safe to walk the
America?
streets at night, and where huge numbers of people
In January of this year, Tom Kawczynski found himself at
graduate high school unable to read, but fully convinced
the epicenter of a manufactured national media firestorm
that White heterosexual men (particularly those of the
designed to force him out of his position as the town
working class) are Stupid-Evil-Racist-Sexist-Nazis-Whomanager of Jackman, a small community in rural
Wanna-Kill-Six-Million-Jews?
northern Maine, for daring to ask these questions.
Do you wonder where strident feminism came from? How
Jackman’s loss was America’s gain. His forced resignation
about the “trans-gender” agenda? Do you wonder who’s
gave him the time to answer these questions and more.
behind the rise of militant black racism or open borders?
In Someone Has to Say It: The Hidden History of
How America Was Lost, Kawczynski weaves a tangle
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of apparently disparate threads into a sweeping historical
account of the consolidation of globalist power that
defines the history of the last century in the West; it tells
the story of how we’ve become who we are. His slim
(238-page), compelling “popular history” offers an
expansive vision enhanced by his fluid style and
sustained with remarkable clarity. It contains many
insights, and touches upon every major issue of our time
— from economics to the politics of identity, from the
failure of our school system to the shadowy power of the
“Deep State.” “This book is about the destruction of
beliefs we once held”, Kawczynski writes, “and ideas that
were important to us.” The following is a short list of just
some of the topics about which our beliefs and ideas
have been destroyed:
race
the battle of the sexes
the queer agenda
immigration
communism
socialism
World War II
hyper-taxation combined with federal mandates to
local communities
the military-industrial complex
the security/police state
the controlled media
the myth of perpetual growth
invade the world/invite the world
the drug epidemic
the Kennedy assassination
respectable conservatives
technology
and much, much more
Writing from the perspective of a historian with a deep
reserve of contextual understanding, Kawczynski begins
with the story of how he was forced to resign, and uses
that as a launching-pad for the bigger story of how
America got to be the way it is. His prologue also
provides the reader with some background on
Kawczynski and exposes his fundamental views —
including his biases. For instance:
My parents taught me to be honest, and to the very
best of my ability, and not without a degree of fear
for consequences that will accrue, I’ve written this
understanding. My hope is that it will serve as a
beacon for others in their own search and help
those out there to understand both my own efforts
and those of many others who are branded as evil
and wicked by the lying media.
While acknowledging that “History is messy because
there are many contradictory actors and agendas all at
work” and stating that he’s “not going to try to offer . . .
a narrative that removes that ambiguity,” Kawczynski
argues against the “accidental” view of history that most
of us accept (because it is presented as fact by
establishment historians and promulgated by the mass
media) and presents a strong case for what he calls the
“conspiratorial” view.
The accidental view would have us believe that the
history of the last hundred years is “a series of
coincidences in the search for greater liberty, the
proverbial freedom from previous strictures and the
happenstance outcome of individual battles pushing the
nation in the direction of greater liberalization” and that
people don’t organize into groups to gain power and then
lie about why they are organizing. Kawczynski suggests

that what has happened to America “is no accident, but
rather the result of a series of actions spanning the last
hundred
plus
years
that
saw
the
deliberate
deconstruction of every source of authority and tradition
in American life.” However, many are beginning to “see
what was done as the concentrated effort of a few actors
— whether they be individual or within certain groups —
trying to reshape society to amass greater power or
advantage for their cause.”
He then goes on to demonstrate the comprehensiveness
of Jewish involvement in everything antithetical to the
interests of White America and suggests “we should ask
why we keep finding them far more than any natural
distribution whenever efforts are made to undo our
society.”
He recounts this Jewish involvement in dozens of issues,
great and small, recognizing, for instance, that the
Rosenbergs (who sold atomic secrets to the Soviets)
were Jews. He notes that “It would have been interesting
to hear Oswald’s defense, but he was murdered just two
days later by Jack Ruby, a man born Jacob Rubenstein in
Chicago and who ran a night club in Texas”; and he
comments on “how heavily involved [Jews] were with the
creation of the Soviet Union,” not to mention
international communism, in general.
He goes far beyond merely blaming Jews, however, and
makes the case that the beliefs and actions of Whites are
a big part of the problem by presenting a panoply of
players — from feminist activists to corporatist stooges
— and showing how, under the influence of Jewish
hegemony, their collaboration enables the destruction of
Western nations.
When discussing Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s blockade on
Japan’s fuel supply which forced Japan’s hand in
attacking Pearl Harbor, he informs us that,
it’s interesting the most valuable assets of the
American fleet, the aircraft carriers were all safely
away from Oahu. For all the code breaking prowess
of the United States, and their own war planning
conducted by General Mitchell, they had thought
Japan might one day try a first strike attack, but
security was strangely lax. Rumors persist to this
day the British knew the attack was coming, but
the prize of seeing the sleeping giant that was
American mobilization brought into the war [was
motivation enough].
He examines the creeping power of the state and
illustrates how each leftist movement (multiculturalism,
corporatism, Marxism, feminism, queerism, etc.) helps to
advance
it
by
convincing
Whites,
particularly
heterosexual White men of the working/middle class, to
be
ever
more
“atomized”
individuals,
while
simultaneously weaponizing everyone else by not only
allowing, but encouraging, them to join with their
respective identity collective to act as agents for
“change”. These change agents, in turn, act to destroy
White nations in an effort to bring about global
governance which he calls “globalism 2.0.” The logic
behind this is to “force everyone together into one group
by whatever means necessary, and watch the differences
resolve themselves.”
A major platform of this new globalism is the destruction
of local communities, both via demographic change and
through economic ruin — a phenomenon Kawcyznski is
intimately acquainted with because of his role as town
manager. According to Kawczynski, the federal
government destroys “the ability of the local community
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to sustain itself. Sucking all the oxygen out of the room
with the massive taxes they collect at the federal level
and the administrative mandates which every town, city,
and state struggles to comply with.” Hyper-taxation at
the federal level steals funds from local governments
which the feds then give back, but with restrictions.
These restrictions come in the form of mandates which
allow
the
federal
government
to
circumvent
Constitutional limitations on federal power. For instance,
the Constitution makes it clear that education is a local
concern and the federal government has no say. But by
taking our taxes away from us and then giving them
back, they can demand that local communities comply
with federal rules on education.
In his chapter on “The War of the Sexes”, Kawczynski
briefly touches upon many of the profound problems of
feminism, including the negative economic impact of
feminism, which is only rarely discussed. He points out
that “where the old system had one person, almost
always the man working to make enough money to
sustain his wife and family, this new system would have
two parents working, each making less as the labor
supply swelled with wages dropping accordingly.”
Flooding the labor-pool with women reduced wages,
making it difficult for most men to earn enough money to
support a family, this, combined with racial-flooding, has
led to a situation in which — after accounting for inflation
— the average man in America now makes less than
60% of what he made in 1971.
Someone Has to Say It captures the dual nature of the
essential struggle of White Nationalism: to raise
awareness of Jewish power and influence, while
simultaneously aiding Whites in recovering a healthy
identity which enables them to resist that power and
influence. This, in turn, will enable us to reclaim the
heritage that rightly belongs to us. Kawczynski is right
when he says, “what was done to our country was the
work of generations of effort and there will be no quick or
easy fix. It will take much pain, effort, and exertion to
rediscover what was lost and to build new solutions to
our current problems.”
It’s certain true that the fix will not be quick or easy, but
it is remarkably simple: just eliminate incentives and
subsidies for anti-White groups and re-enable White men
to express themselves in a manner that is healthy and

natural. In practice this means eliminating all of the
various forms of welfare for anti-Whites, including
“Affirmative Action,” and allowing White men to think,
speak, and behave in ways that are natural for them.
Although long-time readers of The Occidental Observer
and other veterans of our struggle will already be familiar
with much of the material in the book, there are several
informative chapters on topics generally considered sideissues that are nevertheless important to our movement.
This reviewer particularly liked Chapter 21 on the
Internet, Chapter 23 on climate change, and Chapter 24
on junk food. Further, because of it’s gentle approach to
the Jewish Question, it is an excellent introduction for
people less informed; Kawczynski’s approach is unique
in that it is suitable as a primer for newbies from both
ends of the political spectrum. It explains effectively to
those concerned with gun rights and the Muslim Invasion
why these things are happening while at the same time
demonstrating to “progressives” why they are part of the
elitist globalization problem — not the solution.
Someone Has to Say It makes an excellent gift for
friends and family members who could benefit from a
gentle introduction to our concerns, as well as a great
donation for a local library.

*https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2018/08/01/d
id-he-just-say-that-a-review-of-someone-has-to-say-itthe-hidden-history-of-how-america-was-lost-by-tomkawczynski/

*https://www.amazon.com/Someone-Has-Say-HistoryAmerica/dp/1981072888/

_______________________________________________

Israeli concentration camps
you do not learn about at school
By Carolyn Yeager, Wednesday 1 August 2018 14:27
I received this article from “Hendrik”. I cannot vouch for
lives and keeping inmates healthy. This website
its reliability but I don't think it is saying anything that is
has spent a lot of time proving that there is zero
stretching the truth. Seems pretty much what we've
evidence that any Jew died from gassing exposure.
known all along. So I decided to post it as a reminder in
It never happened. So the point here is to 'Never
this time of heightened Jewish screaming to censor/ban
Forget' all suffering inflicted on innocent people. –
“holocaust denial” on social media, including in the
Carolyn
*https://www.ninefornews.nl/israelconcentratiekampen
United States, that Jews do plenty of denying accusations
-geleerd-school/
of
brutality
leveled
against
them.
Did you know that Israel also had concentration
They might say, "but our camps had no gas
camps? You probably have not learned this at
chambers; we didn't exterminate the inmates."
school
Well, the German camps didn't have homicidal gas
We all know the German concentration camps during the
chambers either, only small ones for fumigating
Second World War. But during the history lesson at
clothing and mattresses for the purpose of saving
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school you probably did not learn anything about the 22
concentration and work camps that existed in Israel
between 1948 and 1955.

Thanks to the work of the Palestinian historian Salman
Abu Sitta we now know more about these camps, said
Yazan al-Saadi writing for the newspaper Al-Akhbar
English.
A study on the camps has appeared in the Journal of
Palestine Studies, which is based on information collected
during the 1948 war by the International Committee of
the Red Cross (ICRC).
Only way to establish a Jewish state
The information from the ICRC was released in 1996 and
discovered by chance in 1999 by one of the authors.
The documents show that Israel put thousands of
Palestinian civilians in concentration camps and used
them for forced labor.
The documents show that Zionist leadership saw the
expulsion of the Palestinian civilian population as the only
way to establish a Jewish state in Palestine.
[This I know is true. How is this any different from
the “Nazis” decision that the only way for Germans
to control their own state was to expel the Jews?
In the German situation, same as in the
Palestinian, it was the Jews who were the
newcomers, or invaders. In Palestine, however, the
Zionists put on a false mantle of the 'original
people.' They are still trying to convince the world

that they have an ancient religious claim to the
land of Palestine. -cy]
British officers
The first camp, located about 13 kilometers from Jaffa,
was called Ijlil and consisted largely of tents. The camp
was surrounded by fences with barbed wire, watchtowers
and a gate with guards.
Besides Ijlil there were four other 'official' concentration
camps, namely Atlit, Sarafand, Umm Khalid and Tel
Letwinsky, near Tel Aviv.
All camps were led by British officers who were left
behind after the British army had withdrawn from
Palestine in May 1948.
The guards were former members of the Irgun and Lehi,
two Zionist paramilitary organizations who were known
as terrorist organizations.
In addition to the five recognized camps there were at
least 17 concentration camps that are nowhere
mentioned in official sources and that have been
discovered on the basis of testimonies from prisoners.
[Sounds

familiar.

If

we

are

to

believe

the

testimony of every Jew (think Claude Lanzmann's
8-hour film “Shoah”) then why not believe the
testimony of every Palestinian too?]
Palestinian civilians were abducted and detained on a
large scale. They had to survive in the camps under
miserable conditions.
[Worse than German conditions, you can be sure.]
*http://carolynyeager.net/israeli-concentration-campsyou-do-not-learn-about-school

______________________________________________
Amnesty International staff targeted
by Israeli-made spyware
01 Aug 2018
Amnesty International says one of its employees was
targeted with Israeli-made surveillance software as part
of a deliberate attempt to spy on the human rights group
by a "government hostile to its work".
In a 20-page report released on Wednesday, Amnesty
said one of its staff members was baited with a
suspicious WhatsApp message in early June about a
protest in front of the Saudi Embassy in Washington.
The Arabic message read: "Can you please cover [the
protest] for your brothers detained in Saudi Arabia in
front of the Saudi embassy in Washington. My brother
was detained in Ramadan and I am on a scholarship here
so please do not link me to this. [LINK]. Cover the
protest now it will start in less than an hour. We need
your support please."
The link, if clicked, would have installed "Pegasus", a
sophisticated surveillance tool developed by the Israel-

08:49 GMT
based company NSO Group, which infects the user's
smartphone and steals all the phone's information,
including: every contact name and phone number, text
message, email, Facebook message, everything from
Skype, WhatsApp, Viber, WeChat and Telegram.
NSO Group is known to only sell its spyware to
governments. We, therefore, believe that this was a
deliberate attempt to infiltrate Amnesty International by
a government hostile to our human rights work.
Joshua Franco, Amnesty's head of technology and human
rights
The London-based human rights organisation said it
traced the malicious link to a network of sites tied to the
NSO Group.
NSO said in a written statement that its product was
"intended to be used exclusively for the investigation and
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prevention of crime and terrorism" and that allegations of
wrongdoing would be investigated.
The company has previously admitted charging
customers $650,000 to hack 10 devices, on top of a
$500,000 installation fee.
'Digital risk to activists'
Joshua Franco, Amnesty International's head of
technology and human rights, said the latest hacking
attempt was emblematic of the increased digital risk
activists faced.
"This chilling attack on Amnesty International highlights
the grave risk posed to activists around the world.
"NSO Group is known to only sell its spyware to
governments. We, therefore, believe that this was a
deliberate attempt to infiltrate Amnesty International by
a government hostile to our human rights work," Franco
said.
"We are working with human rights activists to help them
protect themselves against similar cowardly attacks, and
ensure that abusive governments cannot use technology
to silence them."
NSO has been implicated in a series of digital break-in
attempts, including a campaign against journalists,
human-rights activists and lawyers looking into murders
and corruption in Mexico; and an effort to hack into an

Arab dissident's phone that prompted an update to
Apple's operating system.
In 2016, Toronto-based research group Citizen Lab
reported that the United Arab Emirates employed
Pegasus against award-winning human rights defender
Ahmed Mansoor, one of the few openly critical voices in
the UAE.
Mansoor received a text message reading: "New secrets
about torture of Emiratis in state prisons," which was
accompanied by a suspicious link.
The human rights defender, who had already been the
victim of government hackers, sent the message to
Citizen Lab who subsequently called it "one of the most
sophisticated pieces of cyberespionage software we've
ever seen".
Citizen Lab did not directly accuse UAE officials of being
behind the attempted hack, but it said similar attacks on
critics of the regime had been connected to the
government.
Mansoor was arrested in March 2017 and held in solitary
confinement for one year before being sentenced to 10
years in prison earlier this year.
*https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/08/amnestyinternational-staff-targeted-israeli-spyware180801061659824.html

__________________________________________________
From: Alan Knutson - Thursday, 2 August 2018 1:45 PM - Q Getting To The Mainstream
Aug 01 2018 13:03:27 Q !CbboFOtcZs 2391684
So the JMSM in America is starting to notice the Q anons
vAsJfTNZ643pn6fLWw156x7yLS….jpg
and are sensing their own historical control of the
national narrative is really starting to unravel quickly.
Hence they have decided in unison to attack in
coordination the people who read Q posts, who do the Q
tee-shirts and promote Q at Trump rallies as "conspiracy
theorists" or as a cult members or simply as bizarre.
Some of the JMSM is trying to connect it with the Sandy
Hoaxers--as in Alex Jones who was in court today down
in Austin to defend himself against a group of parents
that were harassed after that shooting, the Charleston
rioters and anything else to discredit "Q" and it's
readers/promoters.
It's not working. :)
Interesting that of the "ten people who have the big
picture," only 3 are Non-military. Trump has the military
behind him, I suspect we'll see military tribunals for
some of the bad guys/girls instead of civilian trials. No,
we're not going to see Hilary in Guantanamo. Keep in
mind the famous gangster Al Capone was not taken
[Sample 3]
down for murder, arson, robbery or even bootlegging but
*https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morningmix/wp/2018/
was convicted of......tax evasion, something he never
08/01/we-are-q-a-deranged-conspiracy-cult-leaps-from-thesaw coming. In the current scenario, wrongful gathering,
internet-to-the-crowd-at-trumps-magatransmittal and use of classified information and
tour/?utm_term=.e2fa376890db
information-gathering technology I think might be on the
*https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/jul/30/qanontable. But who knows......
4chan-rightwing-conspiracy-theory-explained-trump
*https://www.fastcompany.com/90212200/qanon-theI am enjoying the show!
alternate-reality-that-was-front-and-center-at-trumps-rally
*https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/as-thebizarre-qanon-group-emerges-trump-rallies-go-from-nasty-to-
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dangerous/2018/08/01/063ed6f8-9585-11e8-a679b09212fb69c2_story.html?utm_term=.48a0d2b54d5f
*https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-news/trumpqanon-705425/
*https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6015627/Fansbizarre-QAnon-cult-droves-Trump-rally-signs-t-shirts.html
*https://thinkprogress.org/trump-tampa-rally-qanonconspiracy-goes-mainstream-68037c87f50b/
*https://www.newsweek.com/what-qanon-conspiracy-theoristsshowed-support-trump-tampa-rally-1051708
*https://splinternews.com/trumps-tampa-rally-was-full-ofinsane-conspiracy-theori-1828015269
*https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/399801-trumprally-attendee-holds-up-sign-linked-to-infamous-conspiracy
*https://www.today.com/video/youtube-under-fire-for-allowingconspiracy-theories-on-a-list-celebrities-public-figures1289814083720
*https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2018/08/01/qanon8chan-conspiracy-theory-trump-supporters-ath-vpx.cnn
*https://www.mediaite.com/tv/msnbcs-hallie-jackson-coversinsane-qanon-conspiracy-theories-pizzagate-on-bath-salts/
Twitter [today] releases ban?
Was Twitter told to by MSM to demonstrate impact?
Do you think they got the [4am] memo?
Coincidence?
All for a Conspiracy?
Enjoy the show. Q
Aug 01 2018 13:07:04 Q !CbboFOtcZs 2391757
>>2391684 You are now mainstream.
Handle w/ care.
The Great Awakening.
WWG1WGA! Q
Aug 01 2018 13:57:39 Anonymous 2392766
FINALLY SOMEONE ASKED ABOUT Q!!!!!!!!!!!!
Aug 01 2018 14:06:23 Q !CbboFOtcZs 2393006
>>2392766 Who is the one person who can answer? POTUS.
[Less than 10]. Q
Aug 01 2018 14:54:07 Q !CbboFOtcZs 2394125
DWnj87JWkAAXWUT.jpg

*https://qanonposts.com/images/2690147baf4a92fb8b
1158d6fe96b455a5a81e81cc6f7e37371044ea828fbe99.jp
g
Mainstream = when you are now the news.
Mainstream = when a WH pool reporter asks about you.
[Alan's Note: Here is the link to Sarah Sanders press
conference, in the first 10 seconds you'll hear Q Anon and
Blacks For Trump marginalized as "fringe groups."]
Mainstream = when coordinated attacks (waves) against you
continue to occur.
Game Theory - Q
Aug 01 2018 15:50:19 Q !CbboFOtcZs 2395254
>>2395142 Did you notice the FOX NEWS coverage of 'Qanon'
last night?
Targeted?
Why isn't FOX NEWS part of the MSM coordinated blitz attack?
Logical thinking.
POTUS. Q
Aug 01 2018 16:16:22 Q !CbboFOtcZs 2395861
What happens when you are a THREAT to the MSM/OLD
GUARD?https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/102474717282955
6741
Coincidence?
Threats/scare tactics deployed.
Fear not. Q
Aug 01 2018 17:20:03 Anonymous 2397147
Juan on Fox talking about Q at rally.
Aug 01 2018 17:29:43 Q !CbboFOtcZs 2397365
>>2397147 Right after we mentioned FOX NEWS?
What a coincidence.
Fishing is fun! Q

_____________________________________________

Deutschland ist das Land in dem wir gut und gerne mit dem vollen Programm
an Raub, Überfällen, Vergewaltigungen und Tötungsdelikten leben dürfen!!!
Die Polizei fahndet ziemlich erfolglos nach über 120.000
Migranten, die sich der Abschiebung entzogen haben und
einfach untergetaucht sind. So weit sind wir also inzwischen in
dieser Bananenrepublik. Erst wissen wir nicht, wer ins Land
gekommen ist, dann wissen wir nicht wo sich diese Leute
aufhalten. Ist da nicht ein Armutszeugnis?
Nun ist klar, dass diese Personen noch da sind und dass sie von
etwas leben müssen. Wie funktioniert das also?
Dann wundern wir uns über die gestiegene Kriminalität in
diesem Land, die doch angeblich zurückgegangen ist, weil
manche Straftaten gar nicht mehr erfasst werden. So wird
getäuscht um die Bevölkerung zu beruhigen.
Wir haben hier inzwischen das volle Programm an Raub,
Überfällen, Vergewaltigungen und Tötungsdelikten. Alles in
einem Land in dem wir gut und gerne leben? Wir schaffen das!
Die Frage bleibt nur ungeklärt wie? Wundern brauchen wir uns
nicht mehr, bei einer Politik der offenen ungeschützten Grenzen
und einer Justiz, bei der Vergewaltiger mit „auf Bewährung“
belohnt werden, wenn der Hintergrund „Flüchtling“ ist. Wie
lange geht das noch gut?
Horst Niehues- Sulz am Neckar

Von: Doris Freyer junior.d@LIVE.DE
Beispielhafter Vorgang, es geht doch!
Beispielloser Vorgang (Unsere Leitmedien schreiben natürlich
„beispiellos“,--- noch) Italienisches Schiff bringt Gerettete
zurück nach Libyen
*https://www.tonline.de/nachrichten/ausland/internationalepolitik/id_84201220/italienisches-schiff-bringt-fluechtlingezurueck-nach-libyen.html
Von: Klaus Hildebrandt Hildebrandt.Klaus@web.de
Merkels Fachärzte bei der Arbeit - YouTube – „lustige“
Behandlungsmethoden
"Merkels Fachärzte bei der Arbeit - Youtube -"
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vUAGtjVFjRg
Ich könnte mir das für unser inzwischen modernes Deutschland
schon vorstelllen, denn wir brauchen dringend Fachkräfte
(sogenannte "Goldstücke"), sonst gehen uns und der Wirtschaft
die Leute aus. Das wäre allerdings nur gut, wenn die
Krankenkassen die Kosten für diese m. Meinung nach durchaus
effektiven Behandlungen auch zu 100 Prozent übernehmen.
Von: Klaus Kaping nordstern@wtnet.de
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Herzlich Willkommen in Deutschland
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WHscC-Uxk8g
ca. 4 Minuten, wie es in Deutschland tatsächlich ausschaut, nur
der Michel versteht das immer noch nicht.
Von: Andreas andreas-hempel@arcor.de

Wasserauto Audi A8, ....einfach genial
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ewQ4jwtsOo
Wasserstoff Zelle selber bauen mit Knallgastest getestet HHO
Dry-Cell
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bizoVzzHRe4

_________________________________________________
Trump is recognized in Germany by the AfD
Alan Knutson, 2 August
A wonderful reader in Japan sent this to me. Perhaps there is a
little life left in Germany yet! Considering the statistics he
gives, it's not the most inspiring scenario.
But the spirit is still there albeit diminished. The comment was
correct, this is The Trump Effect as it spills over our borders and
re-ignites the flame of Nationalism in other countries that have
been targeted by the quiet warfare of planned and orchestrated
immigration from the many George Soros' NGO's funded with
his billions.
And yes, yes, yes, I know, the AfD is raaaacist and
Islamaphobic. The same is said of President Donald J Trump
BTW. But think about it. Germany suffered defeat of two world
wars on its own soil, they've had to pay reparations for those
wars--neither of which they started contrary to popular belief-England bombed Germany for 6 months before Germany
retaliated, they've had to endure 70 years of unearned guilt and
they have an even more controlled media there than we do here
in America. What do they have left? Yes it would be nice if the
immigration problem could be solved peacefully with the leaders
but much like in America, it's the leaders who are enabling it!
On a jobsite, though rare, it can happen that someone shoots
themselves with a nail gun. Depending on how sensitive you
have the plunger set for, it can actually be pretty easy to shoot
a 12 penny nail through your shin bone or a foot. I once had a
framing crew where that happened to one of the guys--through
the arch of his his foot. Yes, it would have been nice to have a
doctor from the Mayo Clinic come down to Texas and remove it
professionally but that's a luxury we just didn't have access to
at that moment in time. Instead, the lead framer told the other
guys to hold him down and hold his foot still as he took out a
linesmen's pliers out of his tool belt, grabbed on to the nail and
yanked it out! It was not a pretty sight, it was not a professional
job and it hurt like a son-of-a bitch no doubt to that worker who
was now out of commission for the rest of the day. But the
problem was solved and after a couple of hours sitting in the
truck while the others continued to work, he was not in
excruciating pain. Ditto for all of these nationalist parties in
Europe. Though some are better than others, my point is they
are a natural reaction to the problems those countries face; an
expression of geo-political triage in the last gasps of political, if
not actual, life. We have our own problems here in America to
solve, but best of luck to Germany.
A very good speech out of the German parliament English subtitles - The Trump effect....
AfD's Alexander Gauland - Germany is abolishing itself
Bundestag English Subtitles Rede speech
*https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=IkhxcN8nv7I

********
Hitler-Attentäter Stauffenberg beschimpft
AfD-Spitze fordert Rauswurf von
Parteimitglied
Ein
niedersächsischer
AfD-Politiker
hatte
HitlerAttentäter Claus Schenk Graf von Stauffenberg "Verräter"
und "Feigling" genannt. Jetzt reagiert Parteichef Gauland:
Der Mann solle ausgeschlossen werden.
Donnerstag, 02.08.2018 14:13 Uhr

2018 at 11:16:47 ACST
Öffentlich ist der Text nicht einsehbar, doch es gibt Screenshots
von dem Facebook-Eintrag: Lars Steinke, niedersächsischer
Landeschef der AfD-Jugendorganisation Junge Alternative (JA),
hat sich darin über Hitler-Attentäter Claus Schenk Graf von
Stauffenberg ausgelassen. "Stauffenberg war ein Verräter",
schrieb er. Der gescheiterte Anschlag auf den Diktator sei "der
beschämende Versuch eines Feiglings" gewesen, "die eigene
Haut vor dem kommenden Sieger zu retten".
Gegenüber der "Welt" und der Nachrichtenagentur dpa
bestätigte Steinke den Beitrag. Die Parteispitze reagiert mit
harscher Kritik. AfD-Chef Alexander Gauland fordert gar
Steinkes Rauswurf. "Steinke hat sich für die AfD disqualifiziert.
Er sollte ausgeschlossen werden", sagte er.
"Solche Äußerungen sind ein bodenloser Schwachsinn.
Stauffenberg ist ein Held der deutschen Geschichte", erklärte
Gauland. Co-Parteichef Jörg Meuthen nannte die Aussagen
Steinkes "komplett inakzeptabel". Sie offenbarten "ein absurdes
Geschichtsverständnis und haben in der AfD absolut nichts zu
suchen", sagte Meuthen. Der Bundesvorstand werde sich zu
Beginn der kommenden Woche mit der Angelegenheit befassen.
Am 20. Juli 1944 hatten Offiziere um Oberst Stauffenberg
versucht, mit einem Attentat auf Hitler die nationalsozialistische
Gewaltherrschaft zu beenden. Nach dem Scheitern des
Umsturzversuchs wurden Stauffenberg und einige seiner
Mitverschwörer noch in derselben Nacht hingerichtet.
"Widerspricht Wertvorstellungen"
Die niedersächsische AfD äußerte "Befremden" über Steinke:
"Der Landesvorstand stellt hierzu klar, dass diese Meinung in all
ihrer Absurdität weder die Meinung des Landesvorstandes der
AfD-Niedersachsen
widerspiegelt,
noch
die
der
AfD
insgesamt". Auch der JA-Bundesvorstand distanzierte sich. "Der
Text Lars Steinkes widerspricht eklatant den Wertvorstellungen
der Jungen Alternative für Deutschland", teilte JA-Bundeschef
Damian Lohr mit. Der JA-Vorstand werde mit dem AfD-Vorstand
über Konsequenzen beraten.
AfD-Politiker sorgten in der Vergangenheit immer wieder mit
Äußerungen zum Nationalsozialismus für Empörung. AfD-Chef
Gauland selbst bezeichnete im Juni auf einer Veranstaltung der
Junge Alternative die Nazi-Diktatur als "Vogelschiss" der
deutschen Geschichte. Im vergangenen Jahr forderte er auf
einem Treffen der AfD-Rechtsaußen-Gruppe "Der Flügel" das
Recht, wieder "stolz zu sein auf die Leistungen deutscher
Soldaten in zwei Weltkriegen".
Im Fall von Thüringens AfD-Landeschef Björn Höcke gab es
wegen umstrittener Äußerungen zum Nationalsozialismus auch
schonmal ein Parteiausschlussverfahren, das jedoch scheiterte.
Höcke hatte in einer Rede im Januar 2017 in Dresden offenbar
in Anspielung auf das Holocaustmahnmal in Berlin von einem
"Denkmal der Schande" gesprochen.
Zudem hatte er die "dämliche Bewältigungspolitik" in
Deutschland kritisiert und eine "erinnerungspolitische Wende um
180
Grad"
gefordert.
Im
Mai
lehnte
das
Erfurter
Landesschiedsgericht den Antrag des Bundesvorstands auf einen
Ausschluss Höckes aus der AfD ab.
kev/AFP/dpa
*http://www.spiegel.de/politik/deutschland/afdalexand
ergaulandfordertrauswurfvonjugendchefnachstauffenber
g-zitat-a-1221375.html
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